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Switching to the Mac Snow Leopard Edition
Sliding Mode Control of Switching Power Converters: Techniques and Implementation is perhaps the first in-depth account
of how sliding mode controllers can be practically engineered to optimize control of power converters. A complete
understanding of this process is timely and necessary, as the electronics industry moves toward the use of renewable
energy sources and widely varying loads that can be adequately supported only by power converters using nonlinear
controllers. Of the various advanced control methods used to handle the complex requirements of power conversion
systems, sliding mode control (SMC) has been most widely investigated and proved to be a more feasible alternative than
fuzzy and adaptive control for existing and future power converters. Bridging the gap between power electronics and
control theory, this book employs a top-down instructional approach to discuss traditional and modern SMC techniques.
Covering everything from equations to analog implantation, it: Provides a comprehensive general overview of SMC
principles and methods Offers advanced readers a systematic exposition of the mathematical machineries and design
principles relevant to construction of SMC, then introduces newer approaches Demonstrates the practical implementation
and supporting design rules of SMC, based on analog circuits Promotes an appreciation of general nonlinear control by
presenting it from a practical perspective and using familiar engineering terminology With specialized coverage of modeling
and implementation that is useful to students and professionals in electrical and electronic engineering, this book clarifies
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SMC principles and their application to power converters. Making the material equally accessible to all readers, whether
their background is in analog circuit design, power electronics, or control engineering, the authors—experienced
researchers in their own right—elegantly and practically relate theory, application, and mathematical concepts and models
to corresponding industrial targets.

Switching to the Mac: The Missing Manual, Snow Leopard Edition
The number of Mac users continues to increase significantly each year. If you are one of those people and are eager but
also anxious about making the switch, then fear not! This friendly guide skips the jargon to deliver you an easy-to-read,
understandable introduction to the Macintosh computer. Computer guru Arnold Reinhold walks you through the Mac OS,
user interface, and icons. You'll learn how to set up your Mac, move your files from your PC to your Mac, switch applications,
get your Mac online, network your Mac, secure your Mac, work with the iLife suite, troubleshoot common problems, and
more. * Dives in to helping you make the switch from PC to Mac as smooth and effortless as possible * Walks you through
the latest features of Mac OS X Lion to help you take advantage of all the cool things your Mac can do that you might not
know about * Offers clear instructions for working with the iLife applications, running Windows on your Mac via Boot Camp,
networking your Mac, and switching your family or your business to a Mac * Shares essential advice for troubleshooting
common problems and provides easy tips for keeping your Mac happy Switching to a Mac For Dummies, Mac OS X Lion
Edition is all you need to switch to a Mac and never look back!

101 Reasons to Switch to the Mac (Digital Shortcut)
Switch to a Mac with ease using this practical, humorous guide Want to try life outside of Windows? You've come to the
right place. Users are switching from PCs to Macs in droves, and now you can, too, with this helpful guide. In a fun, but
practical way, the book walks you through the entire process-hardware and software-including selecting a Mac, moving
files, setting up security, and getting the most out of all the fun stuff that makes Macs famous, such as the iLife suite, and
more. This book is fully updated for the new generation of Mac hardware and software, including Mac OS X Snow Leopard,
the iLife suite, and the latest trends and tools Explore running Windows on your Mac via Boot Camp, how to switch your
applications, converting your business to a Mac, getting online, and more Plus, you don't even have to give up Microsoft
Office, thanks to Microsoft Office for Mac-so get this indispensable book and join the fun!

Language Mixing and Code-Switching in Writing
With El Capitan, Apple brings never-before-seen features to OS X—like a split-screen desktop, improved window controls,
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and amazing graphics. The new edition of David Pogue's #1 bestselling Mac book shows you how to use key new features
such as swiping gestures, Notes, a new Spotlight search system, the Safari pinning feature, and Split View. Missing Manuals
creator David Pogue is one of the most widely recognized technology authors in the world. A former New York Times
technology columnist, he founded and now produces videos for Yahoo Tech.

Switching to the Mac: The Missing Manual, Yosemite Edition
Radio Frequency Micromachined Switches, Switching Networks, and Phase Shifters discusses radio frequency
microelectromechanical systems (RF MEMS)-based control components and will be useful for researchers and R&D
engineers. It offers an in-depth study, performance analysis, and extensive characterization on micromachined switches
and phase shifters. The reader will learn about basic design methodology and techniques to carry out extensive
measurements on MEMS switches and phase shifters which include electrical, mechanical, power handling, linearity,
temperature stability, reliability, and radio frequency performance. Practical examples included in the book will help readers
to build high performance systems/subsystems using micromachined circuits. Key Features Provides simple design
methodology of MEMS switches and switching networks including SPST to SP16T switches Gives an in-depth performance
study of micromachined phase shifters. Detailed study on reliability and power handling capability of RF MEMS switches and
phase shifters presented Proposes reconfigurable micromachined phase shifters Verifies a variety of MEMS switches and
phase shifters experimentally

Switching to the Mac: The Missing Manual, Mountain Lion Edition
Looks at the basics of using a Mac, covering such topics as the desktop, working with files and folders, using Pages, playing
movies, organizing photos, playing music, browsing the Internet, and computer security.

macOS Support Essentials 10.15 - Apple Pro Training Series
Showing the relation of physics to circuit interruption technology, describes for engineers the switching phenomena, test
procedures, and applications of modern, high-voltage circuit breakers, especially SF, gas-blast, and the vacuum types used
in medium-voltage ranges. Applies the physical arc mode

Switching to the Mac: The Missing Manual, Lion Edition
Demonstrates how to become adjusted to the Macintosh operating system and how to transfer data from a Windows system
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to a Macintosh, discussing topics such as moving files and Macintosh equivalents to Windows-only programs.

Macs All-in-One For Dummies
What makes Windows refugees decide to get a Mac? Enthusiastic friends? The Apple Stores? Great-looking laptops? A "halo
effect" from the popularity of iPhones and iPads? The absence of viruses and spyware? The freedom to run Windows on a
Mac? In any case, there’s never been a better time to switch to OS X—and there’s never been a better, more authoritative
book to help you do it. The important stuff you need to know: Transfer your stuff. Moving files from a PC to a Mac by cable,
network, or disk is the easy part. But how do you extract your email, address book, calendar, Web bookmarks, buddy list,
desktop pictures, and MP3 files? Now you’ll know. Recreate your software suite. Many of the PC programs you’ve been
using are Windows-only. Discover the Mac equivalents and learn how to move data to them. Learn Yosemite. Apple’s latest
operating system is faster, smarter, and more in tune with iPads and iPhones. If Yosemite has it, this book covers it. Get the
expert view. Learn from Missing Manuals creator David Pogue—author of OS X Yosemite: The Missing Manual, the #1
bestselling Mac book on earth.

Switching to the Mac: The Missing Manual, Leopard Edition
"Code-switching," or the alternation of languages by bilinguals, has attracted an enormous amount of attention from
researchers. However, most research has focused on spoken language, and the resultant theoretical frameworks have been
based on spoken code-switching. This volume presents a collection of new work on the alternation of languages in written
form. Written language alternation has existed since ancient times. It is present today in a great deal of traditional media,
and also exists in newer, less regulated forms such as email, SMS messages, and blogs. Chapters in this volume cover both
historical and contemporary language-mixing practices in a large range of language pairs and multilingual communities.
The research collected here explores diverse approaches, including corpus linguistics, Critical Discourse Analysis, literacy
studies, ethnography, and analyses of the visual/textual aspects of written data. Each chapter, based on empirical research
of multilingual writing, presents methodological approaches as models for other researchers. New perspectives developed
in this book include: analysis specific to written, rather than spoken, discourse; approaches from the new literacy studies,
treating mixed-language literacy from a practice perspective; a focus on both "traditional" and "new" media types; and the
semiotics of both text and the visual environment.

macOS Catalina: The Missing Manual
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macOS Mojave: The Missing Manual
Master essential Mac facts, concepts, and skills! The Mac has become an essential tool for many activities, but it’s not
always easy to use, leading to frustration and wasted time. Because Apple often makes small changes to the interface, you
may be stumbling over interface oddities or struggling to complete common tasks that you once handled with ease. Take
Control of Mac Basics, written by Tonya Engst, former Take Control editor in chief, will fill in the gaps in your knowledge and
shower you with useful tips. Carefully arranged and highly cross-linked, the ebook brings together dozens of Mac topics into
one place, making it easy for you to find help on many interrelated topics. Free Webinar! The title includes access to a
helpful video, where Tonya discusses interface issues and shares her Mac screen as she demonstrates using the Finder
window sidebar, saving files, managing windows, launching apps, finding things in System Preferences, and more. After you
read this book, you’ll be able to: • Get Your Bearings: Find out the names of the interface elements on your Mac screen and
learn what you can do with them, including the menu bar, Apple menu, application menu, Siri, Spotlight, Notification Center,
Finder, Finder windows, Dock, and Desktop. You’ll also be introduced to each built-in app and utility on your Mac, and get
expert advice on how to locate, install, and update additional apps. • Use the Finder: Become confident with using the
folders available to you on your Mac and with filing your files in both default and custom folders that work well for you.
You’ll find lots of tips for working on the Desktop, customizing the views in your windows, resizing windows, and
understanding Mac paths. • Manage Customization: Discover the many ways you can make your Mac work better for you,
including making it easier to see, less of a power hog, more beautiful to look at, and easier to share with a child by creating
separate accounts. Also learn how a wide variety of settings in System Preferences can improve the way you carry out
essential tasks, such as copy/paste between your Mac and your iPhone, speaking through headphones on a FaceTime or
Skype call, and viewing recent text messages or upcoming calendar events. • Run Apps Effectively: Understand the best
methods for getting in and out of apps, having apps launch on their own, quitting apps, dealing with frozen apps, opening
new files, saving files, and more. • Master Essential Tasks: Build your expertise with core Mac tasks and technologies
including printing, copy and paste, keyboard shortcuts, connecting to a Wi-Fi network (in certain cases even if you don’t
know the password), Universal Clipboard, Mission Control, AirPlay, Sleep, Shut Down, what to do if you need to enter a Unix
command in Terminal, how to think about backups, and more. This book is based on macOS 10.13 High Sierra, which Apple
released in 2017. This book is compatible with earlier versions of macOS, but older versions will not entirely match what the
book presents. Although we currently have no plans to update the book for 10.14 Mojave, Tonya covers relevant changes to
Mojave in a series of posts on this book’s blog: • Using Dark Mode and Trying New Desktop Wallpapers • macOS Updates
Now Happen in System Preferences • Playing Mother-May-I in Mojave’s Security & Privacy Preference Pane Take Control of
Mac Basics is based on an older book called Read Me First: A Take Control Crash Course, which contained information about
core Mac skills useful to Take Control readers. Take Control of Mac Basics expands greatly on that idea, adding invaluable
content that is pertinent to anyone interested in other Take Control titles.
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Switching to the Mac: The Missing Manual, Lion Edition
An Essential Guide to Understanding and Implementing IP Routing Protocols Cisco’s authoritative single-source guide to IP
routing protocols for enterprise and service provider environments Service providers and large enterprises are converging
on a common IP infrastructure that supports rapid deployment of high-value services. Demand is soaring for highly skilled IP
network engineers who can implement and run these infrastructures. Now, one source combines reliable knowledge about
contemporary IP routing protocols and expert hands-on guidance for using them with Cisco IOS, IOS XE, and IOS XR
operating systems. After concisely reviewing the basics, three Cisco experts fully explain static routing, EIGRP, OSPF, IS-IS,
and BGP routing protocols. Next, they introduce advanced routing with policies and redistribution, sophisticated BGP-based
traffic engineering, and multicast. They present comprehensive coverage of IPv6, from its multicast implementation to its
completely revamped address structure. Finally, they discuss advanced high availability techniques, including fast routing
convergence. IP Routing on Cisco IOS, IOS XE, and IOS XR presents each protocol conceptually, with intuitive illustrations,
realistic configurations, and appropriate output. To help IOS users master IOS XE and IOS XR, differences in operating
systems are explicitly identified, and side-by-side feature command references are presented. All content fully aligns with
Learning@Cisco, providing efficient self-study for multiple Cisco Career Certifications, including CCNA®/CCNP®/CCIE®
Service Provider, CCIE Routing & Switching, Cisco IOS XR Specialist Certification, and the routing components of several
additional Cisco Certifications. Brad Edgeworth, CCIE No. 31574 (R&S & SP) has been with Cisco since 2011 as Systems
Engineer and Technical Leader. Formerly a network architect and consultant for various Fortune® 500 companies, his 18
years of IT experience includes extensive architectural and operational work in enterprise and service provider
environments. He is a Cisco Live distinguished speaker presenting on IOS XR. Aaron Foss, CCIE No. 18761 (R&S & SP), a
High Touch Engineer with the Cisco Focused Technical Support (FTS) organization, works with large service providers to
troubleshoot MPLS, QoS, and IP routing issues. He has more than 15 years of experience designing, deploying, and
troubleshooting IP networks. Ramiro Garza Rios, CCIE No. 15469 (R&S, SP, and Security), Senior Network Consulting
Engineer with Cisco Advanced Services, plans, designs, implements, and optimizes next-generation service provider
networks. Before joining Cisco in 2005, he was Network Consulting and Presales Engineer for a Cisco Gold Partner in Mexico,
where he planned and deployed both enterprise and service provider networks. Foreword by Norm Dunn, Senior Product
Manager, Learning@Cisco Global Product Management, Service Provider Portfolio Understand how IOS®, IOS XE, and IOS
XR operating systems compare Master IPv4 concepts, addressing structure, and subnetting Learn how routers and routing
protocols work, and how connected networks and static routes behave from the router’s perspective Work with EIGRP and
distance vector routing Deploy basic and advanced OSPF, including powerful techniques for organizing routing domains,
path selection, and optimization Compare IS-IS with OSPF, and implement advanced IS-IS multilevel routing, optimization,
and path selection Make the most of BGP and route manipulation, including IOS/IOS XE route maps and IOS XR’s highly
scalable Route Policy Language Use advanced policy-based route manipulation and filtering Implement route redistribution:
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rules, potential problems, and solutions Leverage BGP communities, summaries, and other router conservation techniques
Discover how IPv6 changes IP address and command structure Establish highly efficient multicast routing in IPv4 and IPv6
environments Systematically improve network availability and operational uptime through event driven detection and fast
routing convergence

Codeswitching in the Classroom
Demonstrates how to become adjusted to the Macintosh operating system and how to transfer data from a Windows system
to a Macintosh, discussing topics such as moving files and Macintosh equivalents to Windows-only programs.

Switching Hour
The Genius is in. You don't have to be a genius to switch from a PC to a Mac. But if you want to make the move with less
hassle, put this savvy Portable Genius guide to work. Want to share data between your Mac and your PC? Understand the
differences between Mac OS®X and Windows®? Learn how to perform everyday Mac tasks? Transfer important stuff like
calendars, contact lists, and music? You'll find cool and useful Genius tips, full-color screenshots, and pages of easy-toaccess shortcuts and tools that will save you loads of time and let you enjoy your Mac to the max. Paul McFedries is the
president of Logophilia Limited, a technical writing company. He has written more than four dozen books that have sold
more than two million copies worldwide. These books include Macs Portable Genius, Teach Yourself VISUALLY Macs, and
Teach Yourself VISUALLY Windows Vista. Paul encourages all readers to drop by his Web site, www.mcfedries.com. Portable
GENIUS Fun, hip, and straightforward, the new Portable Genius series gives forward-thinking Apple users useful information
in handy, compact books that are easy to navigate and don't skimp on the essentials. Collect the whole series and make the
most of your Apple digital lifestyle.

The Switch Book
Switching from a PC to a Mac is a breeze with this book Anyone considering making the move to Mac from the Windows
world will find this book smoothes the way. While Macs are famous for ease of use, there are fundamental differences in
Mac and PC ways of thinking, plus there?s the hassle of moving files, calendars, and other essential data from one platform
to another. This guide lays out all the information, explains basic Mac procedures for the newcomer, offers great tips on
data-sharing (including running Windows applications on a Mac), and provides everything the new Mac user needs to move
forward with confidence. Mac sales have recently surpassed the sales of new PCs, and many new Mac users are trying to
adjust to a different way of working with the computer and struggling to transfer essential data from an old PC to the Mac
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Portable Genius books focus on the most accessible, useful information and deliver it in the most direct way: exactly what
these users want Covers the basics that new Mac users need to get started, intermediate-level information to help them
make the most of the Mac, and plenty of advice on transferring important data, running Windows applications on the Mac
via Boot Camp, maintaining a Mac, and more With help from Switching to a Mac Portable Genius, Second Edition, former PC
users will find themselves comfortable in the Mac world in no time.

MacBook For Dummies
The chapters explore the benefits of working with a Mac, the power of the Mac OS X operating system, and the advantages
of owning a computer that "just works." The comprehensive software guide recommends great applications that make short
work of everyday tasks like surfing the web, ripping music, watching movies, retouching photos, laying out brochures, and
much more. You'll also find pointers to great websites packed with resources for switchers and new Mac owners alike.
Already a Mac user? This Short Cut makes the perfect gift for friends and family who haven't yet discovered the joy of
switching. The next time a PC user says, "Give me one good reason to switch!" you'll be preparedwith 101 Reasons to
Switch to a Mac.

Switching to a Mac Portable Genius
* Explores the architecture and data flow through a typical switch, including an analysis of switch fabric options

Radio Frequency Micromachined Switches, Switching Networks, and Phase Shifters
Answers found here! Apple’s latest Mac software, macOS Mojave, is a glorious boxcar full of new features and refinements.
What’s still not included, though, is a single page of printed instructions. Fortunately, David Pogue is back, delivering the
expertise and humor that have made this the #1 bestselling Mac book for 18 years straight. The important stuff you need
to know Big-ticket changes. The stunning new Dark Mode. Self-tidying desktop stacks. FaceTime video calls with up to 32
people. New screen-recording tools. If Apple has it, this book covers it. Apps. This book also demystifies the 50 programs
that come with the Mac, including the four new ones in Mojave: News, Stocks, Home, and Voice Memos. Shortcuts. This
must be the tippiest, trickiest Mac book ever written. Undocumented surprises await on every page. Power users. Security,
networking, remote access, file sharing with Windows—this one witty, expert guide makes it all crystal clear. MacOS Mojave
gives the Mac more polish, power, and pep— and in your hands, you hold the ultimate guide to unlocking its potential.

Switching to a Mac Portable Genius
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Switching to the Mac? Awesome! You’ve got company—lots of it! And with this book, you’ve got help, too all the help you’ll
ever need! MacMost.com founder Gary Rosenzweig quickly gets you comfy with your new Mac, demonstrates the ”Mac
way” to perform every common Windows task, and shows how to do more with Macs than you ever could in Windows way
more! It’s all here—everything from choosing the right Mac to creating your own videos and DVDs. Rosenzweig covers the
latest Macs and the new Mac OS X 10.6 Snow Leopard operating system. Best of all, he focuses on what today’s computer
users need to know, including loads of coverage of using your Mac on the Web. Every Mac switcher needs a friendly Mac
expert to show them the ropes. With this book, you’ve got yours! Discover what’s different about your Mac’s hardware and
software—and what’s similar, too Navigate the Finder and learn how Mac files are organized Make the most of the Mac’s
built-in applications Move your stuff from your PC to your new Mac Use Safari, Mac’s great built-in Web browser Set up Mac
email, instant messaging, and audio and video chatting Share, back up, and archive your files Choose and use Mac business
and productivity applications Organize your music and buy new songs with iTunes Import, manage, edit, and share your
photos Create awesome videos with iMovie, QuickTime, and iDVD Run Windows on your Mac, if you must Keep your Mac up
to date and running smoothly

Sliding Mode Control of Switching Power Converters
Take your MacBook Air to new heights! Discover how to get more than ever before out of Apple’s incredibly thin and light
notebooks with help from this hands-on guide. How to Do Everything: MacBook Air shows you how to harness the power of
the new Mac OS X Mountain Lion operating system, and use iTunes, iWork, iLife, iCloud, Safari, Contacts, Calendar,
Reminders, Notification Center, Mail, and other powerful apps. Tap into all the computing power built into Apple’s ultraportable MacBook Air while you’re at home, at work, or on-the-go. Custom configure your MacBook Air and navigate with
the Multi-Touch trackpad Get the most out of the new Mac OS X Mountain Lion operating system Transfer data from a PC or
another Mac Manage your email accounts with the Mail app Sync all of your data and devices via iCloud Connect
peripherals—Bluetooth devices, printers, cameras, and more Use your MacBook Air to connect to Facebook, Twitter,
Google+, Flickr, Tumblr, LinkedIn, and other services Maximize productivity tools, such as Microsoft Office and the iWork
apps Download and play movies, TV shows, and games Manage your iTunes Library Get organized with the new Contacts,
Calendar, and Reminders apps Communicate efficiently using the Messages app Video chat with FaceTime or Skype Run
Microsoft Windows programs on your MacBook Air Update, back up, troubleshoot, and maintain your MacBook Air

NX-OS and Cisco Nexus Switching
Demonstrates the operating system's basic features, including Internet access, file management, configuring the desktop,
installing peripherals, and working with applications.
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IP Routing on Cisco IOS, IOS XE, and IOS XR
Those who have made the switch from a Windows PC to a Mac have made Switching to the Mac: The Missing Manual a
runaway bestseller. The latest edition of this guide delivers what Apple doesn't—everything you need to know to
successfully and painlessly move your files and adapt to Mac's way of doing things. Written with wit and objectivity by
Missing Manual series creator and bestselling author David Pogue, this book will have you up and running on your new Mac
in no time.

Macs For Seniors For Dummies
The Complete Beginners Guide to Mac OS X El Capitan
Got a new MacBook, MacBook Air, or MacBook Pro? Want the scoop on Mac laptop basics, using Mac OS X Leopard,
networking a laptop, or connecting your laptop to wireless devices? There’s no better place to find what you need than
MacBook For Dummies, 2nd Edition! With your Mac laptop, you can take your movies, music, documents, e-mail, and
Internet wherever the action is. MacBook For Dummies, 2nd Edition provides the lowdown on maintaining and upgrading
your MacBook, customizing the Dock and desktop, traveling with a laptop, turning iPhoto into your portable darkroom, and
much more. Learn to: Locate the battery compartment, iSight camera, ports, and “on” button Move your existing files from
an older computer Use all the cool new features of Mac OS X Leopard Work with iTunes, iMovie, iPhoto, iDVD, and
GarageBand, all packaged with your MacBook Identify the signs of a well-functioning laptop and check for trouble Set up
your Mac for multiple users Explore the cool options available with a .Mac account and iDisk storage that lets you retrieve
your files anywhere Manage your digital music, photos, and movies Use Bluetooth and get all your wireless devices
communicating with each other And if you’ve been considering switching from a PC to a Mac, MacBook For Dummies, 2nd
Edition guides you through the process and even shows you how to run Windows on your Mac laptop. If there’s a MacBook
in your future — or present — this is the book for you!

MacBook All-in-One For Dummies
Whether you are a new convert to Mac, still thinking about making the switch, or just want to learn more about Macs, this
book will guide you through the Mac OS and help you see how making the switch really isn’t the great leap that you once
thought it was. While this book was written for anyone new to Mac, it is especially geared for people who are switching to
Mac from Windows. This book will show you the basics and show you how to do the common day tasks you know on
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Windows (like right clicking). It will also show you how to get your Mac in sync with your iPad or iPhone, and how to do
everyday tasks like change background, find files, and performance tweaks to keep your Mac running like new. Please note,
while every effort has been made to ensure accuracy, this book is not endorsed by Apple and should be consider unofficial.

Office 2011 for Mac All-in-One For Dummies
Demonstrates how to become adjusted to the Macintosh operating system and how to transfer data from a Windows system
to a Macintosh, discussing topics such as moving files and Macintosh equivalents to Windows-only programs.

Switching to the Mac
MacBook All-in-one for Dummies Makes Everything Easier! With a MacBook, you can work and play anywhere. With 9 books
in 1, MacBook All-in-one for Dummies shows you how! You'll find coverage of: Getting started -- choose the MacBook that
suits your needs, set it up, customize your preferences, and organize files and folders. Using Mac OS X -- learn your way
around Snow Leopard, get to know the Dock, find things with Spotlight, and back up your system with Time Machine.
Customizing and Sharing. Going Mobile With iLife -- explore iLife, where photos, movies, music, and your very own Web site
all hang out. iWork For the Road Warrior -- do it the Mac way with Pages, Numbers, and Keynote, the iWork productivity
applications. Typical Internet Stuff -- browse with Safari, store your stuff on iDisk, use Apple Mail, and iChat with friends.
Networking in Mac OS X -- set up a network, go wireless, and use AirPort Extreme. Expanding Your System -- see how to add
memory and connect hard drives and printers using USB and FireWire. Advanced Mac OS X. Learn the basics about using
and maintaining your MacBook, how to work with Mac OS X, use the iWork productivity suite, enjoy the iLife, and cruise the
Web from anywhere. Plus, you'll go under the hood and explore custom scripts and tweaks to help you get more from your
MacBook and troubleshoot solutions.

Switching to Mac (Macworld Superguides)
macOS Support Essentials 10.15 - Apple Pro Training Series The Apple-Certified Way to Learn This is the official book for the
macOS Support Essentials 10.15course and you can use it to prepare for the Apple Certified Support Professional (ACSP)
10.15 exam. It’s a top-notch primer for anyone who needs to support, troubleshoot, or optimize macOS Catalina, such as IT
professionals, technicians, help desk specialists, and ardent Mac users. This is the only Apple Pro Training Series book that
covers macOS Catalina. You’ll find in-depth, step-by-step instructions on everything from upgrading, updating, reinstalling
and configuring macOS Catalina to configuring network services like the Content Caching service. This book covers updated
system utilities and new features in macOS Catalina, including Voice Control and other accessibility features, user privacy
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settings, notarized apps, Startup Security Utility, and the separation of the startup disk into a read-only APFS System
volume and a read write APFS Data volume. This book includes the following content: Authoritative explanations of
underlying technologies, troubleshooting, system administration, and much more Focused lessons that take you step by
step through practical, real-world tasks A Web Edition that provides the full text of the book online The Apple Pro Training
Series includes self-paced learning tools and is the official curriculum of the Apple Training and Certification program. After
you complete this book, take the macOS Support Essentials 10.15 exam as a step towards becoming an Apple Certified
Support Professional. Work through this book independently or attend a class at an Apple Authorized Training Provider or
both to prepare for the exam. To learn more, visit training.apple.com. Also in the Apple Pro Training Series: Final Cut Pro X
Logic Pro X

The Ultimate Mac User Book
Is Windows giving you pause? Ready to make the leap to the Mac instead? There has never been a better time to switch
from Windows to Mac, and this incomparable guide will help you make a smooth transition. New York Times columnist and
Missing Manuals creator David Pogue gets you past three challenges: transferring your stuff, assembling Mac programs so
you can do what you did with Windows, and learning your way around Mac OS X. Why is this such a good time to switch?
Upgrading from one version of Windows to another used to be simple. But now there's Windows Vista, a veritable resource
hog that forces you to relearn everything. Learning a Mac is not a piece of cake, but once you do, the rewards are oh-somuch better. No viruses, worms or spyware. No questionable firewalls, inefficient permissions, or other strange features.
Just a beautiful machine with a thoroughly reliable system. And if you're still using Windows XP, we've got you covered, too.
If you're ready to take on Mac OS X Leopard, the latest edition of this bestselling guide tells you everything you need to
know: Transferring your stuff -- Moving photos, MP3s, and Microsoft Office documents is the easy part. This book gets you
through the tricky things: extracting your email, address book, calendar, Web bookmarks, buddy list, desktop pictures, and
MP3 files. Re-creating your software suite -- Big-name programs (Word, Photoshop, Firefox, Dreamweaver, and so on) are
available in both Mac and Windows versions, but hundreds of other programs are available only for Windows. This guide
identifies the Mac equivalents and explains how to move your data to them. Learning Leopard -- Once you've moved into
the Mac, a final task awaits: Learning your way around. Fortunately, you're in good hands with the author of Mac OS X: The
Missing Manual, the #1 bestselling guide to the Macintosh. Moving from Windows to a Mac successfully and painlessly is the
one thing Apple does not deliver. Switching to the Mac: The Missing Manual, Leopard Edition is your ticket to a new
computing experience.

Switching to a Mac For Dummies
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Get up to speed on the revolutionary changes in Office for the Mac The 2011 version of the Microsoft Office productivity
suite for the Mac sports major changes from what Mac users are accustomed to. This soup-to-nuts guide gets the Mac
crowd up to date quickly and easily. Individual minibooks thoroughly cover the Project Gallery, Word, Excel, PowerPoint,
Outlook (new for Mac), and the Project Center. You’ll learn how the new Office integrates with the Windows version, how to
use and customize the new Ribbon interface, and much more. Office for Mac is the most popular office productivity suite for
the Mac, used by 1.5 to 2 million people The new version includes new features such as the Ribbon interface, Outlook
(which replaces Entourage), and greater integration with the Windows version Covers everything you’ll want to know about
the Project Gallery, Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook, and the Project Center With Office 2011 for Mac All-in-One For
Dummies, you’ll be ready to use the newest version of Office like a pro.

Take Control of Mac Basics
Cisco® Nexus switches and the new NX-OS operating system are rapidly becoming the new de facto standards for data
center distribution/aggregation layer networking. NX-OS builds on Cisco IOS to provide advanced features that will be
increasingly crucial to efficient data center operations. NX-OS and Cisco Nexus Switching is the definitive guide to utilizing
these powerful new capabilities in enterprise environments. In this book, three Cisco consultants cover every facet of
deploying, configuring, operating, and troubleshooting NX-OS in the data center. They review the key NX-OS enhancements
for high availability, virtualization, In-Service Software Upgrades (ISSU), and security. In this book, you will discover support
and configuration best practices for working with Layer 2 and Layer 3 protocols and networks, implementing multicasting,
maximizing serviceability, providing consistent network and storage services, and much more. The authors present multiple
command-line interface (CLI) commands, screen captures, realistic configurations, and troubleshooting tips—all based on
their extensive experience working with customers who have successfully deployed Nexus switches in their data centers.
Learn how Cisco NX-OS builds on and differs from IOS Work with NX-OS user modes, management interfaces, and system
files Configure Layer 2 networking: VLANs/private VLANs, STP, virtual port channels, and unidirectional link detection
Configure Layer 3 EIGRP, OSPF, BGP, and First Hop Redundancy Protocols (FHRPs) Set up IP multicasting with PIM, IGMP,
and MSDP Secure NX-OS with SSH, Cisco TrustSec, ACLs, port security, DHCP snooping, Dynamic ARP inspection, IP Source
Guard, keychains, Traffic Storm Control, and more Build high availability networks using process modularity and restart,
stateful switchover, nonstop forwarding, and in-service software upgrades Utilize NX-OS embedded serviceability, including
Switched Port Analyzer (SPAN), Smart Call Home, Configuration Checkpoint/Rollback, and NetFlow Use the NX-OS Unified
Fabric to simplify infrastructure and provide ubiquitous network and storage services Run NX-OS on Nexus 1000V serverbased software switches This book is part of the Networking Technology Series from Cisco Press®, which offers networking
professionals valuable information for constructing efficient networks, understanding new technologies, and building
successful careers.
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OS X El Capitan: The Missing Manual
Mac OS X Panther Edition
Released from the magic pokey and paroled with limited power is enough to make any witch grumpy. However, if you throw
in a recently resurrected cat, a lime-green Kia and a sexy egotistical werewolf, it's enough to make a gal fly off the edge.
Not to mention a missionwith no freaking directions. So here I sit in Asscrack, West Virginia trying to figure out how to
complete my mysterious mission before All Hallows Eve when I'll get turned into a mortal. The animals in the area are
convinced I'm the Shifter Whisperer (whatever the hell that is) and the hotter-than- asphalt-in-August werewolf thinks I'm
his mate. Now apparently I'm slated to save a bunch of hairy freaks of nature? If they think I'm the right witch for the job,
they've swallowed some bad brew.

Switching to the Mac: The Missing Manual, El Capitan Edition
The latest book in our popular Superguide series, Macworld's Switching to Mac Superguide , is aimed at new Mac owners
who are making their first baby steps into the OS X world. If you or someone in your family is finally making the switch to a
Mac from a PC, this indispensable guide can help with the big move. Moving from Windows to OS X means rewiring your
muscle memory and learning to do old things in new ways. The basic stuff you do dozens of times a day-opening and
closing programs and files, managing windows-are all done differently on a Mac. Switching can feel like you've been
transported to a country where the language sounds vaguely familiar, but is definitely not your native tongue. This book will
be your guide and interpreter. In Macworld's Switching to Mac Superguide, we give you a quick orientation to your new
computing landscape and its principal parts (the Finder, the Dock, the Menu Bar). We explain how to work with files and
programs and how to get started with OS X's built-in applications. We also walk you through the process of movingtransferring old files to the new system and customizing, and even show you how to run Windows on your Mac (if you must)
or to share files, screens, backup drives, and routers between your new Mac and Windows PCs. Think of us as a friendly new
neighbor: eager to welcome you and happy to do whatever we can to help you settle in. If you can't quite leave Windows
behind, don't worry. You can run Windows right on your Mac. We'll tell you what tools you need and how to get started.
Finally, just in case you hit a few bumps on the road with your Mac, you'll find instructions on how to troubleshoot your Mac
like a pro.

MacMost.com Guide to Switching to the Mac
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With Leopard, Apple has unleashed the greatest version of Mac OS X yet, and David Pogue is back with another meticulous
Missing Manual to cover the operating system with a wealth of detail. The new Mac OS X 10.5, better known as Leopard, is
faster than its predecessors, but nothing's too fast for Pogue and this Missing Manual. It's just one of reasons this is the
most popular computer book of all time. Mac OS X: The Missing Manual, Leopard Edition is the authoritative book for Mac
users of all technical levels and experience. If you're new to the Mac, this book gives you a crystal-clear, jargon-free
introduction to the Dock, the Mac OS X folder structure, and the Mail application. There are also mini-manuals on iLife
applications such as iMovie, iDVD, and iPhoto, and a tutorial for Safari, Mac's web browser. This Missing Manual is amusing
and fun to read, but Pogue doesn't take his subject lightly. Which new Leopard features work well and which do not? What
should you look for? What should you avoid? Mac OS X: The Missing Manual, Leopard Edition offers an objective and
straightforward instruction for using: Leopard's totally revamped Finder Spaces to group your windows and organize your
Mac tasks Quick Look to view files before you open them The Time Machine, Leopard's new backup feature Spotlight to
search for and find anything in your Mac Front Row, a new way to enjoy music, photos, and videos Enhanced Parental
Controls that come with Leopard Quick tips for setting up and configuring your Mac to make it your own There's something
new on practically every page of this new edition, and David Pogue brings his celebrated wit and expertise to every one of
them. Mac's brought a new cat to town and Mac OS X: The Missing Manual, Leopard Edition is a great new way to tame it.

Switching Phenomena in High-Voltage Circuit Breakers
Master a Mac without jargon and complications. Once you go Mac, you never go back. And if you have this book, you’ll be
more than happy to never go back. In The Ultimate Mac User Book, we’ve made a bold attempt to unveil an ideal Mac setup
that works for anyone. Whether you’re switching from Windows or want to upgrade your knowledge of macOS, this is for
you Here’s what you’ll learn from the book: - The anatomy of Mac’s interface. How to set up your new Mac for years of use.
- Basic and advanced shortcuts for all jobs on Mac. - Alternatives to popular Windows apps. - Ready-to-use workflows for
writers, designers, developers, students, as well as people of any profession who want to hit new productivity milestones on
Mac. - 20 hacks every seasoned Mac user should be using (but only a few actually do) in the bonus chapter. Reliable and
intuitive, Macs still require a certain level of tech fluency. The family of Apple’s Macintosh operating systems is very
versatile, with tons of features and enhancements built on top of each other. Navigating through all of them can be
complicated. Especially if you’re a new user. Especially if you have no time to figure out how things work — you just want
them to work. Hope we’ll solve the problem for you with this book.

How to Do Everything MacBook Air
Ready to move to the Mac? This incomparable guide helps you make a smooth transition. New York Times columnist and
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Missing Manuals creator David Pogue gets you past three challenges: transferring your stuff, assembling Mac programs so
you can do what you did with Windows, and learning your way around Mac OS X. Learning to use a Mac is not a piece of
cake, but once you do, the rewards are oh-so-much better. No viruses, worms, or spyware. No questionable firewalls or
inefficient permissions. Just a beautiful machine with a thoroughly reliable system. Whether you're using Windows XP or
Windows 7, we've got you covered. Transfer your stuff. Moving files from a PC to a Mac is the easy part. This guide gets you
through the tricky things: extracting your email, address book, calendar, Web bookmarks, buddy list, desktop pictures, and
MP3 files. Re-create your software suite. Big-name programs from Microsoft, Adobe, and others are available in both Mac
and Windows versions. But hundreds of other programs are Windows-only. Learn the Macintosh equivalents and how to
move data to them. Learn Mac OS X Lion. Once you've moved into the Macintosh mansion, it's time to learn your way
around. You're in good hands with the author of Mac OS X: The Missing Manual, the #1 bestselling guide to Mac OS X.

Switching to a Mac for Dummies
Apple gives macOS new features and improvements right on your desktop and under the hood with Catalina—aka OS X
10.15. With this updated guide, you’ll learn how to use your iPad as a second screen, work with iPad apps on your Mac, and
use Screen Time on your Mac. This new edition of the #1 bestselling Mac book shows you how to use the revamped apps
for Music, Podcasts, and TV. Loaded with illustrations, step-by-step instructions, tips, and tricks, this book from David
Pogue—Missing Manual series creator, New York Times columnist, and Emmy-winning tech correspondent for CNBC, CBS,
and NPR—covers everything Catalina has to offer with lots of humor and technical insight.

Mac OS X Leopard: The Missing Manual
Bringing together sociolinguistic, linguistic, and educational perspectives, this cutting‐edge overview of codeswitching
examines language mixing in teaching and learning in bilingual classrooms. As interest in pedagogical applications of
bilingual language mixing increases, so too does a need for a thorough discussion of the topic. This volume serves that
need by providing an original and wide-ranging discussion of theoretical, pedagogical, and policy‐related issues and
obstacles in classroom settings—the pedagogical consequences of codeswitching for teaching and learning of language and
content in one‐way and two‐way bilingual classrooms. Part I provides an introduction to (socio)linguistic and pedagogical
contributions to scholarship in the field, both historical and contemporary. Part II focuses on codeswitching in teaching and
learning, and addresses a range of pedagogical challenges to language mixing in a variety of contexts, such as literacy and
mathematics instruction. Part III looks at language ideology and language policy to explore how students navigate
educational spaces and negotiate their identities in the face of competing language ideologies and assumptions. This
volume breaks new ground and serves as an important contribution on codeswitching for scholars, researchers, and teacher
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educators of language education, multilingualism, and applied linguistics.
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